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Flying
Squirrel
Nestbox


A three-compartment nestbox
designed specifically for 


Flying Squirrels
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The Design
This nestbox was designed about 75 years 
ago by a gentleman from Texas.  He would put 
up three or four of these boxes, scattered over 
about ten acres of woods, the area he 
considered the "home range" of a colony of 
flying squirrels.


He would then drive about a mile or two and 
put out another set of boxes.  He claimed to 
have had upwards of forty colonies of flying 
squirrels back then.


The nestbox has three compartments, each 
10" tall.  The female, or adult pair, will stay in 
one compartment, while juvenile squirrels will 
be in another compartment.  The newborn 
pups will be in the third.  The mid floors that 
separate the compartments both have 1 1/2" x 
1 1/2" cutouts on one corner.  These allow the 
squirrels to move between compartments, and 
provide an escape route in the event a 
climbing snake enters the box.  


Nestbox Location
Mount the box 8 - 25 feet high in open woods 
with good tree canopy overhead.


- Keith Kridler


Northern Flying Squirrel


photo by Keith Kridler


photo by Keith Kridler


The Flying Squirrel
Flying squirrels live in coniferous and mixed 
forests (especially those that produce mast 
(nuts) like maple, beech, hickory, oak and 
poplar).  Because they are nocturnal, they are 
the most common mammal seldom seen by 
humans.   They do not hibernate during the 
winter.


Two species are found in North America: 
Northern and Southern.  The Northern typically 
has one brood per season; the Southern 
normally has two.  When the young are born, 
they rely on their mothers to care for them for 
about two months.


Flying squirrels don't really fly, they glide.  
They steer by adjusting the tautness of the 
patagium (furry membrane), and use their tail 
as a stabilizer and to brake before landing. 
They can glide 80-150 feet.


-condensed from sialis.org
Nest ID
Unlike a typical bird nest, there is no "nest 
cup" on top. Construction depends on 
available materials. 


Northern: grass, shredded bark (e.g., cedar, 
grape, birch, cypress), moss, lichen, feathers, 
found animal fur, feathers, small twigs, leaves 
and conifer needles, and man-made 
materials like attic insulation or newspaper. In 
summer, may use a leaf nest for "roosting." 
Solitary male nest is much less bulky than a 
natal nest. 


Southern: grass, shredded bark (Pine, 
Eastern Red Cedar, Bald Cypress) or, in the 
Deep South, Spanish moss and palmetto 
fibers.


Monitoring
To determine if the box is being used, tap or 
scratch the nestbox (or the tree it's mounted 
on) while watching the entry holes.  If the box 
is occupied, the flying squirrel will usually 
take a peek.  Once you've confirmed their 
presence, leave the box alone.  Opening the 
door to "take a quick look" may result in them 
moving to a new location.Southern Flying Squirrel
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Nest Boxes – Excluding House Sparrows 
By John Carroll 
September 28, 2023 


 
Using fishing line as an excluder to deter house sparrows from nes�ng in birdhouses is an 
effec�ve and humane method.  We think if you are having problems with house sparrows 
invading your flying squirrel boxes they will work there too. 
 
Here are instruc�ons for adding a fishing line excluder to a nest box: 
Materials Needed: 
 Nest box with an exis�ng entry hole 
 Fishing line (monofilament line)—8-10 lb test. 
 Several fishing weights if you choose to use the second method 
 Scissors 
 Screwdriver or hammer 
 Screws or nails 
Step-by-Step Instruc�ons: 
1) Gather Materials: 


a) Collect all the necessary materials listed above. 
2) Prepare the Fishing Line: 


a) Cut several pieces of fishing line, each about 12 inches in length. 
b) The number of pieces needed depends on the size of the entry hole. You'll need enough 


pieces to cover the en�re entrance without any gaps. 
3) Atach the Fishing Line: 


a) Atach one end of each piece of fishing line to the roof edge above the entry hole using 
screws or nails. Make sure the lines are firmly secured. Make them about 1 inch apart—
3 or 4 lines. 


4) Create a Barrier: 
a) Pull the other ends of the fishing lines �ghtly across the entry hole and atach them 


below the entry hole—4 inches below . This creates a barrier that house sparrows find 
difficult to pass through. 


b) The other op�on is to atach a fishing weight to the botom of the line rather than 
ataching to the box. 


c) There are a number of different paterns.  See pictures below. 
5) Trim Excess Line: 


a) Trim any excess fishing line with scissors so that it doesn't obstruct the entry hole or 
create any safety hazards for the birds. 


6) Monitor the Nest Box: 
a) Regularly check the nest box to ensure that the fishing line excluder remains intact and 


effec�ve. 
b) If you no�ce house sparrows atemp�ng to nest despite the excluder, you may need to 


take further measures, such as trapping or removing them, in accordance with local 
regula�ons. 







A fishing line excluder is a simple yet effec�ve method to discourage house sparrows from 
nes�ng in birdhouses while allowing na�ve bird species like bluebirds to use the nest box. 
 


   
 
 


 








Instructions on where and how to place nest boxes for 
southern flying squirrels 


Created by John Carroll, jcarroll2@unl.edu 
9/25/2023 
 
Materials Needed: 
 Nest boxes (wooden or PVC) 
 Screws or nails--Screwdriver or hammer 
 Ladder or tall pole (if needed) 
 Wood shavings or dry leaves (for bedding) 
 
Step-by-Step Instruc�ons: 
1) Choose Suitable Loca�ons: 


a) Look for areas with a good tree canopy cover, as flying squirrels are arboreal and prefer 
trees—in Lincoln see maps. 


b) Select areas away from heavy traffic and noisy environments to reduce stress on the squirrels. 
c) Place nest boxes at least 10-20 feet above the ground to protect them from ground predators. 
d) Face the entrance hole of the nest box away from prevailing winds, typically towards the 


southeast or east to avoid direct exposure to wind and rain. 
2) Secure the Nest Box: 


a) For tree-mounted boxes: 
(1) Use a ladder or tall pole to reach the desired height on the tree. 
(2) Attach the nest box securely to the tree trunk using screws or nails. 
(3) Make sure it is stable and won't sway too much in the wind. 


b) For pole-mounted boxes: 
(1) Attach a metal predator guard to the pole to prevent raccoons and other climbers 


from accessing the box. 
(2) Securely attach the nest box to the pole. 


3) Nes�ng Material: 
a) Add a layer of wood shavings or dry leaves to the bottom of the nest box to provide insulation 


and nesting material. 
4) Monitor and Maintenance: 


a) Check the nest box periodically to ensure it remains secure and in good condition. 
b) Clean out old nesting material and replace it as needed. 
c) Flying squirrels may use a nest box for breeding or shelter, so leave them undisturbed as 


much as possible. 
5) Addi�onal Tips: 


a) Install multiple nest boxes in different locations to increase the chances of occupancy. 
b) Avoid using treated wood or toxic materials that could harm the squirrels. 



mailto:jcarroll2@unl.edu





c) Provide a nearby source of water and natural food sources like trees with nuts, berries, and 
insects—SFSs love bird feeders with nuts or sunflowers.  Put a trail camera on it to see if they 
use it.   


6) Be Pa�ent: 
a) It may take some time for flying squirrels to discover and use the nest boxes, so be patient and 


allow them time to adapt to their new homes. 
b) Remember that the effectiveness of nest boxes may vary, as it depends on local flying squirrel 


populations and environmental conditions. By following these instructions, you can create 
suitable nesting opportunities for southern flying squirrels and contribute to their well-being 
in urban areas. 








Making a Southern Flying Squirrel (SFS) Nest Box:  
A Few Steps But Lots of Details


By Don Althoff   2020


Flying squirrel box half full 
of ‘cut’ hickory nuts…a sure 


sign of SFS in your woods


A “cut” hickory…the SFS is the 
only species in our region to 


have this distinctive entry into 
a hickory nut.  Larger tree 
squirrels are able to crush 


these hard shelled nuts


Knock…and you may find 
someone home!


Plug and check behind the 
door







Basics


You need one (1) board per box:  
1” x 8” x 8-ft white board


(aka pine/spruce/fir)


Hook & eyelet
1 ½” is sufficient 


Electrical outlet plate
1 ½” opening


to keep larger species of 
squirrels (i.e., red, gray, and fox) 


out of the box


2


You need 1-pair of hinges.  
1 ½” will do. 


Screws or nails.  2”
2 carriage bolts/nuts/washers 


¼” diameter, 2 ½” long


You need ¼” x ¼” hardware 
cloth/screen mesh


(get 24” wide roll.  A 5 ft. long 
roll will yield 10 screens)


2 carriage bolts +nuts +washers 
¼” diameter, 2 ½” long







3







Cutting & Assembly Tips 4


Pay attention to 
grain.  Look at the 
end of your boards.  
Always have the 
curve facing to the 
inside


Face outside


Face inside


Suggest you use 1 ½” paddle bit 
to make side hole.  Drill about ¾ 
way through on one side, then 
flip over board and drill from 
other side to complete hole.  
This reduces tear-
out/splintering on one side


For left side (box door side facing you), use strip from piece you 
just cut to create the inner strip piece.  Glue and nail.  Position as 
shown to allow both the screen and front pieces to rest on it on 
the hinge side. Enlargement of this on pg. 7.







Cutting & Assembly Tips 5


Front panels – be sure to cut the initial front piece a 1/4“to 3/8” 
longer to account for the saw kerf (i.e., what the blade will 
remove).  Always better to be a bit too long as it is easy to shorten 
the door (the last front panel to go on) once the top and bottom 
panels are in place. 


Nothing magical 
about the bevel 
here…roughly 30o


Bottom panelDoor panel


Only bevel bottom 
of door panel…not 
top


Top panel 
inside


Door 
panel 
inside


Bottom 
panel 
inside







All the boards you need…except for the ‘bat board’ 
to anchor to a tree.
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Back panel


Cleat (below hole)


Right side with hole


Left side 


Left side trim (see pg 4)


Front panels


Top and bottom
Note: schematic 
shows front edges 
even with front 
panels.  Ok to cut 
slightly longer—as 
indicated on pg 7, 
bottom right. 







Using the strip from the left side board, position it as 
indicated in the schematic and as indicated below.


7


Glue and nail


The front panels will rest on this added 
strip of wood—with the hinges on this 
side of the box.







Suggest you assembly right side (with the hole) to 
the back panel first.  Glue and nail.


8


At least 3 
nails/screws—
recommend 4…and 
glue


Need to center on 
this board so that 
there will be 
sufficient back 
overhang—once top 
and bottom boards 
are added.  One way 
to assure this side 
and the other side 
are equal distance 
from the top is to 
mark a line on the 
side of the back 
board







Add the other (left) side board, next, to the back 
panel.  Glue and nail.


9


These two distances 
should be the same


At least 3 
nails/screws—
recommend 
4…and glue







Add the bottom.  Glue and nail. 10


Two screws/nails each attaching it to 
each side.  One screw/nail attaching it to 
the back board  (proximately in the 
middle).







Add the top.  Glue and nail. 11


Same as attaching bottom:  Two 
screws/nails each attaching it to each 
side.  One screw/nail attaching it to 
the back board (proximately in the 
middle).







Hardware cloth should be cut at a width about ¼-
1/2” less than width of opening (left to right).


12


For the next cut, the bottom screen portion should 
be approximately ½” above bevel.  After cutting 
the hardware cloth, turn it 1800 so that the relative 
smooth edge will now be at the top.







After making cut for bottom screen portion, turn 
as shown, then nail/screw bottom front panel.


13


You cut 
here.


Rotate 180o.
Result:  your cut 
edge is to the 
bottom, 
smoother edge to 
top.  This will 
minimize rough 
edge for you to 
clean out 
box…and some 
protection for the 
SFS…keeping in 
mind the screen 
becomes their 
ladder when the 
second piece is 
added


Lay down screen (hardware 
cloth) first, then lay bottom 
panel on top it.  About ½” 
of screen should extend 
above bevel of the bottom 
panel.


Use 5 nails/ 
screws 
here.  No 
need for 
glue.







Cut remaining larger piece of hardware cloth—
make cut on same end that was cut with 1st piece.


14


You cut 
here.


Do not cut from the 
remaining “smooth” end.


After cut, rotate screen 1800 so that 
the smooth end will now be towards 
the bottom panel.  This top portion 
of the screen should overlap the 
bottom screen by about ¼- ½” .







Add the top front panel. 15


Attach with 5 
nails/screws


Add door.  If it does not “sit” into the open space flush with the 
screen, trim some off the top.







Add the hinges. 16


Position hinges 
approximately 1/2 -
3/4” from each edge.  


Once fastened, check that door opens and closes relatively easily.  
If it is very tight, you may want to remove hinges and trim some 
more off the top of the door because outside moisture will likely 
create some swelling of the wood making it difficult to open the 
door.







Install Hook-and-Eyelet Latch 17


Drill a pilot hole and 
attach the “eyelet” 
portion of the hook-
and-eyelet.  


Drill a pilot hole and 
attach the “hook” 
portion of the hook-
and-eyelet.  Should 
have a “snug” fit.  







Add the metal plate cover—centered over the 
hole.  Add the cleat below the metal plate.


18


Be sure to use short enough screws so that they do not 
penetrate all the way through the wood.  Ok to screw 
down until metal plates bows in a bit.  


Add the cleat below the metal plate.  Glue and 
nail/screw.  Be sure the screw/nail here
is short enough that it does not penetrate the 
wood.







Preparing to add the “bat” board to the “back” 
board.


19


Use a thicker board as the “bat” board.  Can be treated or 
untreated.  It will eventually be nailed to the tree.  It should extend 
1 ½-2” beyond each end of the back board.   Width should be 2 ½-
3”.  


Drill 2-3 holes in the bat board 
that are a) large enough for the 
spike-size nail to easily go 
through (this will eliminate 
splitting this board when it 
comes time to attach it to the 
tree) and b) approximately 1” 
from what will be the ends of 
the bat board.  Check schematic 
again for this general positioning 
of these holes.







Add the “bat” board to the “back” board. 20


Center the bat board on the back of the back board—both left-to-
right and top-to-bottom.  Initially drill holes at each end that are ¼” 
diameter.  You will use ¼”, 2 ½” long carriage bolts to eventually 
attach the box to the tree…once the bat board has been nailed to 
the tree. 


After drilling those holes, remove the bat 
board and drill through the back board 
holes you just created using a larger drill 
bit (5/8 to 3/4” inch).  This “slop” you are 
creating will make it much easier to hang 
the box…and remove it if you need to 
make repairs or clean it out periodically.







Attach carriage bolts to the bat board, and until 
installed, attach box to it with washers and nuts.


21


To “set” the carriage bolt, give it a good whack with a hammer.  
This will make a square dent that the carriage bolt will sit in.  Once 
the bat board is nailed to the tree, you will not have an 
opportunity to adjust the carriage bolt.  If it is snug, then it will not 
spin as you screw the nut on.  


This set of images shows the carriage bolt through the “bat” board 
and the “back” board with a washer and nut.  Once on the tree, 
you will tighten the nut down (hand-tightening is sufficient) as 
shown on the right.  







Attaching the box (bat board first) to tree 22


1) Install box at least 10 ft. high
2) Suggest you attach to an oak, hickory (but avoid shagbark 


hickory), black gum, walnut, ash, elm, or other tree with a 
diameter breast height of 8” or more.  Avoid shagbark hickory 
because it is more difficult for the SFS to negotiate the flaking 
bark of mature trees and avoid beech because it is generally 
too smooth reducing the amount of grip an SFS can get—
especially for subadults.


3) Position box so that the hole is oriented to the E, SE, of S.  This 
will increase the amount of sun hitting the box in the winter 
when there are no or few leaves creating any shading.  During 
the summer, a box with an E, SE, or S orientation will be 
shaded.


1) Check as often as you like at first. 
2) Carefully and quietly position a ladder up against the tree.  When 


close enough, plug the hole—you can make a plug from a 
replacement furniture leg (adding some electrical tape to “soften” it 
to “stick” better in the hole) or use a sock or glove.  


3) Open the door with one hand and secure the screen behind it with 
a thumb or index finger on other hand.


4) Look for signs of small scat (i.e., droppings) or if hickory trees are in 
the area, cut nuts.  If an SFS female is building a nest, there will be 
very finely shredded strips of bark balled together—much like one 
would try to do if starting a fire without a match.  If the nesting 
material is fluffed up, there maybe a SFS or two or three burrowed 
down below.  Blowing on the nest might “encourage” one of them 
to pop up…and crawl on the screen—so be ready for that.  As long 
as the screen is between you and any occupant, you’ll be safe.  
Occupants besides SFS can be snakes, mice, bees, and wasps—so be 
ready to close the door quickly. Only handle if you have a permit.


Checking the box








Flying Squirrel Box  John Carroll design modified from several others
Simple Design (should work for both northern and southern flying squirrels


Parts List
1 – 1x8x8ft. Pine or other (can be rough sawn)
1 – 1x10x4ft. Pine or other
Box – 1 ½  inch finishing nails (nail gun works well)
Box – 1 inch finishing nails
2 – 1 ½ inch-ish deck screws
2 – ¾ inch wood screws
1 – 1 ½ inch L screw
1 – Metal 50 amp circuit faceplate (with 1.5 or slightly larger hole—
keeps out other squirrels)
1 – 1x2 (mounting board)
1– small scrap board to go under hole


Main Cuts
1. From the 1x8 cut 4 pieces 14 inches each. (4 sides)
2. From the 1x8 cut 1 piece about 6 inches (this is the bottom and length will vary depending on 


wood thickness—so dry fit and measure exact length)
3. From 1x10 cut 1 piece 12 inches. (roof)
4. From 1x2 cut 1 piece 20 inches. (mounting board)


Other wood cutting
1. For side with the entrance drill a 1.5 inch hole.  Center hole 2 ¼ inches from the back and 2 ½ 


inches from the top.  You can then go ahead and mount the metal plate with ¾ inch wood screws.
2. For the side opposite entrance hole to create a cleanout door.  Best done with chop saw—set for 


about 25 degree to bevel the top edge. This bevel will be on outside and allows the door to open 
on the screw hinge.  


3. On the same side as in #2, on the bottom of plank in the center draw a ¾ inch vertical line up from 
bottom.  Saw this but make wide enough so the L screw fits (see picture).  This I the lock for the 
door.


Putting it together
1. Start by nailing the entrance side to the back side.  Make sure your fit these so you are nailing 


through the back into the edge of the side.
2. Now nail the front to the entrance plank so that front and back are attached the same way.
3. Dry fit the door side with the bevel at the top and on outside.  Here a clamp works well front to 


back to hold the plank in place.  
4. About 2 inches from the top drill small pilot holes through front and back into the edge of the door 


side.  Put a screw in each—now you have your hinge. 
5. Fit the floor into the bottom and nail (except for the door)
6. With door closed screw in L screw so it holds the door shut.  I like to do it tight enough that you 


need plier to turn so that the L aligns with the slot to open.
7. Mount roof flush with back and even overhang on sides
8. Mount back with even overhang top and bottom.  Drill hole near end for mounting nail.
9. Nail on scrap wood below entrance.
10. Open box and use a razor knife to scratch wood inside to give the squirrels surface to grip.  You can 


make horizontal partial cuts on on side with your chop saw before assembling.







Photos


Back


Bottom


Door Side


Use several screws and nails to attach 
mounting board to back of house – this 
makes putting on a pole or tree much 
easier.


I use two screws near the top and an L 
screw in the bottom – simple and 
effective.  You can use hinges and a hasp.


Recess the bottom slightly to help water 
drain.
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